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About Code
Established in 2014, Code has been the answer to New Zealand’s quest for 
superior bathroom and kitchen solutions, embodying a contemporary, 
minimalist design ethos. Originating in Auckland, our journey has seen 
us evolve into a nationwide front runner in the realm of bathroom and 
kitchenware. 
 
Our core mission revolves around enriching everyday living spaces with 
a blend of elegance and opulence, achieved through the utilisation of 
premium materials and impeccable craftsmanship, all while prioritising 
functionality and innovation.
 
Nurtured within the vibrant design landscape of New Zealand in 
mind, we are committed to elevating your daily living experience with 
seamless sophistication and flair. Collaborating closely with interior 
designers and architects, our collections draw inspiration from nature, 
seamlessly marrying modern aesthetics with minimalistic sensibilities.

We trust that our products will bring you as much joy as they bring us!

www.codebathroomware.co.nz



 

 

Product Info

The nano coating is made up of nano-sized ceramic 
compounds. These compounds form a thin transparent 
coating that is fused with the 304 Stainless steel surface.

Protection against permanent discoloration or marks due to 
spills, without lasting damage or discoloration

Though each of our sinks have been tested and developed for 
maximum durability, certain materials are especially resistant 
against scratches

Our sound insulated sinks muffle water flow noise and other 
echoes for a quieter peaceful environment.

Minimal up keep and cleaning maintenance required to keep 
your sink looking brand new.

Withstands high temperatures for enhanced functionality and 
longevity. 

Please note all of our sinks have undertaken numerous tests to provide this 
information. Our sinks come with a ten year warranty should you be unsatisfied 
with the durability or quality of our product. 

The level of durability, cleaning maintenance and product qualities vary between 
each material finish. Our product guide can be used to help decide which kitchen 
sink is the right finish for not only your space and style but your lifestyle and needs 
too.
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Colour and Material Finish
Each of our unique finishes come with a product code that can be found below 
the colour swatch. This code can be added onto any product code found through 
the booklet to specify exactly what colour and finish you would like for your order.  
For example; The complete product code for an Aspen 700 x 400 Sink (AS74) in 
Brushed Brass (BB) would be AS74BB

Stainless Steel
Nano

SS

MW

MB

MB

GM

CHA

BB BC

Black
PVD

Gunmetal
PVD

Brushed Brass
PVD

Brushed Copper
PVD

White Black   Charcoal

This high-quality finish is highly durable and low maintenance with a striking look. 
Stainless steel compliments contemporary and industrial design styles whilst remaining 
practical and scratch resistant for high traffic spaces. Stainless steel is 100% recyclable 
with a long lifespan making it an ecofriendly choice with a modern appeal. All coloured 
Code aspen sinks come in a durable PVD finish. Physical Vapour Deposition coating, also 
know as thin film coating, is a process in which a solid material is vapourised in a vacuum 
and deposited onto the surface of the sink. Compound materials are deposited atom by 
atom, forming a thin, bonded, metal surface layer that greatly improves the appearance, 
durability and functionality of the aspen range of sinks.

304 Stainless Steel with PVD Coating

Beyond its robust construction, the matte finish of the granite sink provides a sophisticated 
and modern aesthetic to any kitchen, seamlessly blending with various design styles 
while also being easy to clean and maintain. This engineered stone quartz brings a 
combination of durability and a sleek matte appearance makes the granite sink an ideal 
choice for those seeking both practicality and aesthetic appeal in their kitchen.

Granite



Upgrade your kitchen or laundry room with our high-quality Nano Coated Aspen 
Stainless Steel Sink range. Offering a PVD Coating bonded to 304 Stainless steel. 
The nano coating on the surface ensures that the sink stays clean, hygienic, and 
easy to maintain. Aspen comes with a protective grid, colour matching waste, 
and is compatible with insinkerators. The sleek design of the sink is perfect for 
modern kitchens. 

Aspen Collection
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ASPEN 400X400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS44XX 

ASPEN 500X400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS54XX 

ASPEN 450 X 400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS45SS 
 

Aspen Collection
Stainless Steel

Nano

S S MB GM BB BC

Black
PVD

Gunmetal
PVD

Brushed Brass
PVD

Brushed Copper
PVD

440

210

R10

400440

400

440

20

R7

R10

20

120

R10

440

210

20
20

540

20

R7

R10

R10

440

210

210

120

R10

540

50020

400440

20
20Overmount + Undermount  

Overmount + Undermount  

Overmount + Undermount  
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ASPEN 700X400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS74XX

ASPEN 800 X 400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS84SS

ASPEN 600X400 WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
AS64XX

Overmount + Undermount  

Overmount + Undermount  

Overmount + Undermount  
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ASPEN 750 (550+200) 
DOUBLE SINK WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
ASDBXX

ASPEN 650 (450 + 200) 
DOUBLE SINK WITH 
OVERFLOW AND RACK
CSSS-ADB45XX

Undermount Only   I   Reversible

Overmount + Undermount   I   Reversible
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For a contemporary look with a quality finish, our Aura range features durability 
which lasts against heat, scratches, stains, and impacts. If you want a sink for heavy 
use that keeps its beautiful looks over time, we highly recommend this one. Aura 
comes with a stainless steel waste for a seamless look and is compatible with 
insinkerators. Crafted from engineered stone quartz, its antibacterial qualities 
produce a sanitary surface that shields you from potential bacteria and germs 
whilst looking beautiful in your kitchen.

Aura Granite Collection
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AURA GRANITE
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AURA 400 X 400
GA44XX 

AURA 500 X 400
GA54XX

AURA 600 X 400
GA64XX

White Black    Charcoal

Aura Granite Collection

210

450    .

overflow

120

210

2540025

400

25

R13

450    .

10

R825

450    .+0
-2

+0
-2

+0
-2

210

450    .

overflow

25

120 R13

25 500

400

25

550    .

210

10

R825

450    .

+0
-2

+0
-2

+0
-2

120

210

450    .

210overflow

600 25

400

25
25

650    .

10

R8

R13

25

450    .

+0
-2

+0
-2

+0
-2

MW MB CHA

Overmount + Undermount   

Overmount + Undermount   

Overmount + Undermount   
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AURA 700 X 400
GA74XX

AURA 405 ROUND
GARND4XX

AURA 650(450+200)
DOUBLE SINK  
CGS-ADB45XX 

700

400

120 R13

25
25 25

210

450    .

750    .

210overflow
10

R825

450    .

+0
-4

+0
-4

+0
-4

AURA 750(550+200) 
DOUBLE SINK
GADBXX

25

450    .

overflow
400

25
200550 3525

overflow
210

210

835    .

overflow 10

25 R8

R13R13 7

450    .

+0
-2

+0
-2

+0
-2

Overmount + Undermount   I   Reversible

Overmount + Undermount   I   Reversible

Overmount + Undermount   

Overmount + Undermount   



Customize your kitchen with high-quality stainless steel kitchenware accessories, 
featuring a premium design that seamlessly combines durability and style. 
Available in a range of colors, our range includes tapware and matching 
accessories, allowing you to add all of the finishing touches to your kitchen for a 
sleek and cohesive look, that withstands the test of time. 

Accessories
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AIRSWITCH &  
1 .5M HOSE
CAS-XX

ASPEN FOLD MAT
ASHM-XX

AURA STRAINER WASTE & 
OVERFLOW KIT 
CAOVC-XX 
Not Compatible with the Aura Round Sink

ASPEN SOAP DISPENSER
ASD-XX
Made from Solid Brass

Accessories
Chrome

EP
Matte White

EP
Matte Black

EP
Gunmetal

PVD
Brushed 

Copper PVD
Brushed 

Brass PVD
Brushed

Nickel PVD

MB GM BBBNCH MW BC
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VERSA SOAP BOTTLE 
HOLDER
CVSBH-XX

ASPEN FILTER TAP
AFT-XX 
3 Star Wels - 8L/min, Lead Free

ASPEN WASTE MASTER 
FLANGE & PLUG 
CWFP-XX

ASPEN STRAINER WASTE 
& OVERFLOW KIT 
AWO-XX

Filter Kit Available
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Nature Sink Mixer
LF23103542XX, 5 Star Wels - 6L/min,

WELS 5 STAR 
RATING

20 YEAR 
WARRANTY

LEAD FREE

LF

Introducing the Nature Sink Mixer, a fusion 
of contemporary tapware aesthetics and 
innovative New Zealand engineering. This 
sleek design not only enhances the visual 
appeal of your kitchen but also ensures 
seamless functionality. Its dual function 
spray and twist-f ree ball joint connection 
demonstrate its practicality and ease of 
use. With a timeless design, the Nature tap 
seamlessly f its into any modern kitchen or 
laundry, offering both style and affordability.



Dual Spray

Smooth Action 
Pull Out Hose

Lead Free

Swivel Spout

PVD and Stainless 
Steel Finishes

Tapered Swivel 
Joint

Anti-Water 
Pooling Design
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Engineered to meet the rigorous demands of high-volume usage, our sinks boast 
robust construction and corrosion-resistant materials, ensuring longevity in the 
busiest culinary environments. Designed to exceed industry expectations and 
provide a reliable foundation for your culinary operations. 

Sierra Commercial Sink Collection
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SIERRA 400 SINK WITH 
OVERFLOW
SS44SS

SIERRA 500 SINK WITH 
OVERFLOW
SS54SS

Thickness: 1.0mm

Thickness: 1.0mm

Stainless 
Steel

Commercial Sink Collection

Overmount + Undermount 

Overmount + Undermount 



 

Sink Care Guide

In this guide, we will walk you through essential maintenance and cleaning procedures 
to keep your kitchen sink looking pristine and functioning at its best. By following our 
recommendations, you will prolong its lifespan, making it a worthwhile addition to your 
home.

Daily Maintenance
To clean marks and everyday traces of use from your sink on a day-to-day basis, all you 
need is a sponge, mild detergent, and water. Slightly moisten the sponge under running 
water. Squeeze a small amount of mild detergent onto the soft side of the sponge. Clean 
your granite sink by rubbing it with the sponge in small, circular movements, using only 
the soft side of the sponge. Once you’re finished, rinse your sink thoroughly with clean 
water. Finally, rub your sink dry with a microfibre cloth to prevent limescale deposits.

Deep Cleaning
If you have left your Aura granite sink unmaintained for an extended period, you may 
notice limescale deposits will gather on the surface. While the deposited limescale is 
easy to spot against dark sinks, it can easily go unnoticed at first on light-coloured sinks. 
To address this please use an acid-based cleaning agent, such as vinegar cleaner or citric 
acid. They will dissolve the lime and dirt layer and restore the sink to its original colour. 
Simply spray the sink with an acid-based cleaner and let it work for a short time. Then 
rinse the sink thoroughly with clean water, wipe down with a sponge and finally wipe dry 
with a microfibre cloth. 

Daily Maintenance
Simply wipe down with a soft cloth and warm soapy water to remove any surface 
contaminants. To further reduce water spots, dry with a soft towel or a dry 
cloth. When the water evaporates, the minerals/salts are left behind, these can 
create water deposits (like on your car if you don’t wipe it down with a dry cloth). 
For more stubborn marks, use a 50/50 mix of white vinegar and water or a non acidic 
spray and wipe. Apply with a soft clean cloth then rinse and dry immediately.  

Deep Cleaning
For more stubborn marks, use a 50/50 mix of white vinegar and water or a non acidic 
spray and wipe. Apply with a soft clean cloth then rinse and dry immediately.  

Aura Granite

304 Stainless Steel
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Find your perfect sink

Features

Mounting  
Options Overmount or  

undermount

304 stainless steel 
1.2mm thick

304 stainless steel 
1mm thick

Quartz & 
Resin

Handmade Molded/PressedHandmade

5 Colours

Coloured 
Stainless steel

basket waste with 
cover

Centre back Centre

Quartz &  
Resin

Molded

Charcoal
Matte Black 
Matte White

Charcoal
Matte Black 
Matte White

Overmount or  
undermount

Overmount or  
undermount

 Overmount or  
undermount 

Stainless steel
basket waste with 

cover

Stainless steel
basket waste with 

cover

Stainless steel
basket waste with 

cover

Stainless Steel

Noise reducing 
composition

Centre back Centre back

Yes Yes YesYes

Yes

No

Soundproofing 
pads included

Soundproofing 
pads included

Noise reducing 
composition

Yes YesYes

No No No

NoNoNoYes

Material

Production 
Method

Finishes  
Available

Waste  
Included

Waste  
Location

Compatible  
Accessories

Sound- 
proofing

Overflow  
Included

Tap holes  
Included

Protective Grid 
Included

Aura SingleAspen Single Sierra Range Aspen Double Aura Double

Quartz &  
Resin

Molded

Charcoal
Matte Black 
Matte White

Overmount or  
undermount

Stainless steel
basket waste with 

cover

Noise reducing 
composition

Centre back

Yes

Yes

No

No

Aura 405 Round

 Overmount or  
undermount 

750: Undermount 
Only

304 stainless steel 
1.2mm thick

Handmade

5 Colours

Stainless steel
basket waste with 

cover

Centre

Yes

Yes

No

Soundproofing 
pads included

Yes



We try our best to ensure that all details in this catalogue were 
correct at the time of printing. Code bathroomware reserves the 

right to alter products and specs that are shown. 

www.codebathroomware.co.nz

codebathroomware


